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THIS IS A SOLICITATION. Reproduction or rebroadcast of any portion of this information is strictly 
prohibited without written permission. The information reflected herein is derived from sources believed to 
be reliable; however, this information is not guaranteed as to its accuracy or completeness. In an effort to 
combat misleading information, The Linn Group has performed its due diligence to insure that all material 
information is provided within this report, though specific information related to your investment, hedging 
or speculative situation may not be included. Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. 
This company and its officers, directors, employees and affiliates may take positions for their own 
accounts in contracts referred to herein. Trading futures involves risk of loss. Past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 

 

 

The chart and comments below are part of the annual 2015 Linn Group Technical 
Commodity Market Outlook, which will be published in its entirety later this 
month for Linn Group clients only.  Comments are based solely on the analysis of 
long-term technical inputs, including spread analysis.  If you would like to 
evaluate last year’s Outlook comments, please visit www.linngroup.com. 
 

Lean Hogs Ready for a Bounce – Sell it! 

 
When you look at a weekly hog chart your heart starts to palpitate.  The first move in this chart 

is dramatic and has set the stage for the first quarter challenge of the $70-73 dollar Price-

Counts.  Question is, does the market have one more run to the downside, even after a nearly 

$25 break in April hogs?  Profitability over the last year breeds expansion but to what degree? 

Current trade in the $70 area should create short covering and provide a selling opportunity.  

We doubt a front month hog gets back above $85 without a major PED scare and would be very 

conservative as a hedger, scaling-up into somewhat marginal profitability.  Better safe than 

sorry with a chart that exhibits these dynamics.     -- linngroup 


